Frosh Votes Counted;
SPUR Gets 8 Posts
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Prof. Larsen For Fall ’63
Will Review Language
Becker Book
Itv KETT]. I.lBRANO
"I think it’s a timeless book."
commented Dr. Charles M. Larsen
assi,trint professor of mathematic..,
about Carl L. Becket’s "Freedom
and Responsibility in the American
Way of Life," which he will review
at today’s 12:30 p.m. book talk
in rooms A and B of the cafeteria.
"Practically all of the book is as
relevant to today’s issues as it was
to the issues of the time when it
was written," he continued.
The book consists of five lectures delivered by Carl L. Becker
at the University of Michigan in
1944 four months before his death.
The lectures are concerned with
American institutions. Becker was
professor emeritus of history at
Cornell University,

Are Foreign

Master’s students
Degree Considered Our Guests?

Plans Ito’ a proposed program! torieal and structural’, literature
leading to a master’s degree in and the culture of which the langhtreign languages will go before uage is an integral feature.
the College Graduate Committtee
Dr. Goddard said the approving
today for "preliminary considera- of a program is always a long.
tion."
drawn-out thing, but was optimisThe program, presently planned tic about the program’s chances.]
for French, German and Spanish,
is designed to expand to more
languages, especially Russian.
Dr. Wesley Goddard, head of the
Foreign Languages Department
told the Spartan Daily that the
program has been on the drawing
board for several months.

"We hope to have the program
approved locally and by the Board
of Trustees in time to have it workIncluded in the book is an in- ing by the fall of 1963," he said.
troduction about Becker written
Dr. Goddard said a demand from
by George H. Sabine, vice presi- language teachers in San Jose
Cornell
University.
of
dent
schools was one of the chief rea"Questions of fieedom and re- sons for the formulation of the
sponsibility have been of great in- program, which will have to be
terest to me for more than a dozen approved by both the school’s gradyears." said Dr. Larsen.
uate division, headed by Dr. James
"For any country like ours, the W. Brown, and by the State Board
question of freedom and responsi- of Trustees before it can become a
bility are the most basic issues reality.
which can possibly be raised.
Dr. Theodore Verhaaren, profes"They include the fundamental sor of foreign languages, is the
freedom of an individual to pursue chairman of the department’s gradhappiness in 14 hatever way he will, uate studies committee. His comsubject to his responsibility not to mittee has formed a program that
injure others. And they include will allow the candidate opporthe obligation of society to protect tunity for advanced work in three
itself when individuals abuse their major aspects of the language of
freedom." he concluded.
his coneentration: linguistics this -

End of T.G.I.F.?

Proposition lA
Second Phase
Starts Tonight

Spartan Daily talked with Assistant Chief of Police George H.
Carmen yesterday with the twofold purpose of determining the
results of Friday’s "spectacle" and
deteimining the future policy of
San JOSC police regarding the beer
busts.
When the interview had ended,
one thing was obvious- students
were going to have to "T.G.I.F."
in a more discreet manner, or they
may find themselves giving thanks
in the drunk tank.
Cannel], friendly but to the

Homecoming
Tea Today
Homecoming Queen candidates
reach the second step in the selection of queen today when they attend a tea in the Spartan cafeteria,
rooms A and II, from 3 to 5 p.m.
At this time judges will have an
opportunity to meet the 43 appliemis on an informal basis, ac’rig to Phyllis Smith, Queen
[nittee chairman.
Judges include ASB President
1011 Hawk: faculty members, Dr.
Alice DeMent and D. Karl Muelrepresentative.
eommunity
Winnihelle
and
Got I lieh
town Merchants’ represents rack Silber.
In semi-finalists will he annooneeil in Friday’s Spartan Daily,
. Smith said,
"tents will choose the Queen
her court from among the 10
emi-finalists Oct. 17 and It).
The Queen’s identity will be
revealed at the Coronation Ball,
net. 19, at the Nan Jose Civic auditorium. Rids will he viiilable to
Audents at no cost, Miss Smith

Are foreign students the guests
of state colleges or are they on
their own?
This question of policy will have
to be decided by the State College
Board of Trustees before any drastic changes are likely to be made
in the foreign student tuition
chat ges, ASB President Bill Hauck
pointed out this week.
Hauck, who has been attending
meetings of the Trustees as president of the California State College Student President’s Ass"
tion (CSCSPA1, stated that a
though foreign students would no!
I., affected by the proposed out-01tution hike, the present fee
ot S255 per year might still be too

By STEVE (HELL
Although the ASB Judiciary
took a rather unappmving stand
toward SPUR yesterday. San Jose
State freshmen treated the campus
! political party with the greatest
I possible respect, as they elected
I eight of the nine party candidates
to fill government posts.

t1381. and M.
1291
for
the
treasurer post.

"let McCollum finished in this ordei : Dave Cohen
187,,
money -handling (191), "Missy- Salentine
Marty Stenrud 11851, Diana Kennedy (lilt. Gaden ’Guy’ T. KasMA R41
V1 INS
key (911, Eleanor Marchant (82),
Interclass Council Reptesenta- and Dianne Minnehan 144o.
tive is Reed Marquardt 1556), who ’
Al Mason 111 and Jan Ross (74
!triumphed over Belinda Woi then topped the list of eight write-in
I 1141i.
candidates for a representative

Mark Hutchins (386), George
Blond -haired Duane Kime 1333) I
bested Tony Pagan 1239) and Torn I Drake 13201, Susie Sargent 285’.
Reynolds 1196o in the presidential and Lindsay Hafer (2351 were serace: Art Simburg 4543) defeated lected as frosh representatives to
Karen McEntire 1187) for vice the Student Council in a race
president: Jane Scott (301i topped which saw 13 candidates split a
Leslie Sears 12071, Ginger Mac- total of 2,530 votes east. Rich
Lennan ’142,, and Barbara Dunn Carey (2101 finished fifth and
185. foi the office of secretary: Sandy Marill 1199o, the only deand Anne Preston (216) eeked out feated SPUR candidate, closed at
a victory over Tom Bye 12071, !sixth.
Amy Mine (1400. Jim Barger I
The remainder of the candidates

Dorm Talkers Tally
Record 504 Hours

position. A total of 33 write-in
votes were east in the election.
VOTES COUNTED
Four and one-half hours of
counting, recounting, checking and
double-checking ticked by before
Dennis Chambers, attorney generai of the Election Board, shuffled
from the private room in the College Union at 8 p.m. and faced a
flock of wide-eyed freshman ofIi’te-seekers.
A dispute concerning the earncif SPUR political
cm
party arose during the election
’ period and threatened a possible
second election. The ASH Judiciary. however, declared that the
fault lay with party officials, rather than party candidates and ruled
that the first election was valid.
The Judiciary had frozen the votes
until yesterday afternoon.

to b.:.
,1 I o."
"This is going to be teal sad. I’m going to
said Donna Casentini of Hoover Hall, the last person
An esiiiiiiiieil
.iiroroy women. high.
on the talk-a-thon.
"The election Board is very
GUESTS?
representing 12 campus sororities. I
Soon afterward, she and Dwight Middleton of Markham
pleased with the turnout and enask
I
would
question
first
"The
will continue addressing letters to- I
Hall counted down the last 10 seconds and then rather uncerethusiasm shown by the freshman
night, as the second phase of a the Board," he stated, "would be.
moniously hung up their receivers.
class this year." he remarked. "The
outthey
are
guests,
planned three-day "Address-a- I ’Are they our
at
noon
yesterday,
to
see
hand
Only a few students were on
voting was close, and I only wish
thon" swings into action at 6 p.m. of-state students or do we consider
the end of what is claimed to be the longest single phone call
that there had been more opporin the second floor of the journal- them in a third category?"
in the world. The residents of Markham and Hoover Halls talked
tunity and time for the students
The second question, he indiism Building. It will continue until
for 504 hours or exactly three weeks on their third-floor pay
I, meet the eanclidates." Chambers
cated, would depend on the re10 pm.
phones.
expressed his congratulations to
The "Achiress-a-thon," originated sponse to the first and would deal
There was a rumor that the telephone company was going
the winning candidates on behalf
by the SJS Special Student Com- with how much they should be
to charge the dormitories because they were on the phone so long.
of the board.
mittee on Proposition 1A, is de- charged.
The supervisor at the telephone company business office
"My personal philosophy is that
signed to address some 15,000 let}’ROSH ’MINER’
said that as long as it was a local call, there was no way of
ters to parents of San Jose State they are our guests and should he
charging them, and there was no limit on the length of the
According to Jack Smolenski,
charged regular in-state tuition."
students residing in California.
phone call.
freshman class adviser from the
The letters, informing parents of Hauck stated, "especially in light
Dormitory residents said the record they broke with this
Health and Hygiene Department,
the expected 40 per cent increase of the scholarships and invitations
Chiro Sikie’s record of 470 hours.
talk-a-thon
has announced that a freshman
in college and junior college enroll- that have been extended to (’aliclass -mixer" has been scheduled
ment in the state of California by , fornia students from European unfor cafeteria rooms A and B. at
1965, will be from the Associated. iverSities."
.3:30 p.m., Monday. "Cookies and
State,
Student Body of San Jose
lemonade will be served and the
DUMKE REPLIES
and will he signed by ASB Presiinformal gathering will give the
reDumke,
Glenn
Chancellor
dent Bill Hauck.
freshmen a chance to get aca
one-month
from
returned
cently
I
They will also inform parents of
quainted with their newly-elected
of
institutions
European
tour
of
the construction and equipping IA
officers.- he said.
Trustees
education,
higher
will supply the college in preparaI
"Daughters of Destiny," the sec A meeting of the new office
tion for the increase if the state Friday that German universities
in the series of classical films
holders will lie held tomorrow afthigher education construction bond have offered some 24 scholarships
will be shown today in the Concert ernoon in the College Union at
if an "overseas program" for the
issue passes.
3:30. Senior, junior, sophomore
Hall at 3:30.
"We hope to have the letters ’State colleges is adopted.
The second phase of the 1962-63
The Friday meeting was at"
The film runs again tonight at and ASB officers will be present
mailed by early next week," Comprogram of the
to orient the new leaders, he
" mass interview’’
mittec Co-Chairmen Janet Con- tended by SJS Student Council Associated
Student Body gets Un- 7 in Morris Dailey Auditorium
The
stantino and John H a n cock members and Hauck, who had
charge.
admission
is
no
There
with
Monday and Tuesday
spent both Thursday and Friday : derwa-v
.
point, said of the arrests that two reported
’students he i n g interviewed for program is open to members
Sororities participating in the [ attending committee meetings of ’some 30 positions on Faculty -Stu- the college community, accorclin.were made for assault and battery
on an officer, which can bring "Address-a-thon" are Alpha Phi, the Trustees.
to David Cram. coordinator of th.
I dent committees.
Hauck will also attend the Nrci
inemoers of Alpha Tau
Anom
$1,000 fines. The others an-crated Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Omicron.
This week’s interviews were for . series, and coordinator of utilizaOmega Fraternity were stricken
were charged with unlawful as- Pi, Chi Omega, Delta Gamma, vember 8 and 9 meeting of the ’, ASH positions only, with "an excel- lion services.
I
Colyesterday
sembly, refusing to disperse when Delta Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta, Trustees at Long Beach State
-Daughters of Destiny." is the with mild food poisoning
[ lent turnout" of over 125 students
told to do so and drinking in pub- Kappa Alpha Theta. Kappa Delta., lege where it is expected they will [ applying for the committee and story of three women. Claudette morning after attending a banquet
I :..ppa Kappa Gamma, Phi Mu. and I give consideration to the question board positions, according to ASB Colbert stars in the sequence en- at a local restaurant.
lic.
[ of college unien, for state ’iii leg’".
Kappa.
All of the students, he said, were
Dr. A’inton S. Matthews, who
Personnel Officer Tom Volz.
titled "Elizabeth." Michele Mm’said that the
bailed out by Saturday mornin.
Faculty-student committees, Vnlz gan stars in the second sequence, treated the students
"not serious," and
hut still must stand trial or forfeit
pointed out, "are those committees "Joan of Arc." In the Greek corn- poisoning was
them to be
bail, which was as high as $80o.
established by the college admin.- rely, "Lysistrata " Martine Carol said "I expect most of
Associate Dean of Students Rol. i OK by this afternoon t Tuesday)."
istration to which an ASB repre- performs.
ert S. Martin said the students
sentative is appointed with votalso will have to go befoie the
ing privileges."
ASB Judiciary.
Faculty members are appoint,
to these committees by the colic,
400 AT PARTY
S..1:4, band members are expected will he the official spokesman for president, he indicated.
According
to police reports,
The interviews will he held Monsome 400 people were at the party to attend today’s Student Council the hand.
A to-be -proposed Housing Studies day and Tuesday from 1 to S p
at 450 S. Eighth St. The first po- meeting en masse to request that
Directive. proposed by in the College Union. 315 S Ninth
lice officer arrived about 4:30 and the Council allocate to them $6.900. Committee
SJS- Sophomore Representative Bob Pi- St. Deadline for applications will
more arrived later. They told the Ifor a musical excursion to the
ac- sano, will also be discussed by be Friday at 5 p.m.
students to disperse and refrain [Arizona State football game.
Committees to which students
vice the Council. According to Larson,
from drinking in public, but the cording to Steve Larson, ASB
the directive is "extremely impor- will be appointed include the Athinstructions were not heeded. The president.
that the Council letics Special Events Co-ordinating
The meeting will be in the Col- tant." providing
’
arrests followed shortly.
chairman appoint a special five - Committee, College Community lc.
What does all of this mean for lege Union, convening at 3:30 p.m.!
member Committee of Student lations, College 1.ife, College Union
the future?
An allocation to the band, made
and acoustics, and pumps
Council "to study problems and Building, Examination, Fairness.
This is the fourth in a series of weekly 1i!..,
It pmhahly means the police will last spring. Was rescinded by thei
complaints about, the off-campus Founders’ Day, Improvement of
articles concerning Proposition IA, and blowers laboratories are lobegin to "get tough" when dealing Council last week because terms.
Student Housing situation." The Instruction, lecture. Libra r y.
state higher education construction cated. These labs will get basic
with future parties.
for the agreement were not fulproposal also states that "the com- Parking. Publications, Radio and
bond issue, on the November ballot. .ipiipment if the issue passes.
"Of course we’re going to crack filled. The arrangement made last
Spartan Shops. Inc. Board,
mittee shall work in coordination
Other labs receiving equipment
down," stated Cannel’ when he semester was that of awarding the:
with the Spartan Daily staff re- and Student Publications Advisory
One million dollars worth of are metallurgy. sanitary engineer was asked this question, "Are we money with the understanding that !
tee.
Commit
Housing
porters assigned to
basic equipment for San Jose mg. electrical engineering and
going to sit hack and let them the band would arrange for a local
report on its
State’s new engineering building electronics, and quality and eon.
as Studies." A written
(the students) violate the law?
or national television hoo k -up. The
Stu mill be acquired by the college trot engineering
the second
hook-up was not arranged, and [ findings will be submitted to
I dent Council by the committee.
POSITIVE ACTION
if Pl.nr"sitinn IA passes in the floor, and pressure and vacuum
the money was not released.
"This is an area in which slit"We just can’t stand for this.
November state general election. and stress analysis on the third
Director Jim McCarthy l
AssistantI
dent government can really step in
Most of the troublemakers ate
One third of the classroom space flour.
and do some work," said Larson.
adults who are contributing to the
in the lieW building will see limNEED EQI 111’NUENT
. "and the Council is very concerned
delinquency of minors and creating
ited use if the higher education
-Wit his, it
the eqUipment. wr
about this directive"
disturbances. As long as they get
construction bond issue fails to
..!!_dit get California voters’ approval. ac- vston’t be able to provide the la hColumlao ,... . . . 1;.. !
,
Third reading of the ASB Scholout of line, we’ll have to take posiarships Program Bill, which would as the Women s U. in throws ’pen cording to Norman 0. Gunderson. oratory instritct ion we shirt kJ.’
tive police action."
mr,,,,mg allow for 81,000 of student body the doors for another Wednesday dean of engineering.
The Junior cl Iii.
Dean Gunderson said.
Carmen also was asked if the
police would bother those parties of the semester will be held at t1 funds to be used for ten $100 milt s entertainment.
The parcel is the second of three
Allocations for other laboratory
I iver and above the normal lie- phases of development scheduled
scholarships, is on t.ralay’s agenda..
which were confined to hark yards ,,.,
equipment will he supplied hy the
t.30 p.m. today in S258. according
’
of
volleyball.
badminton.
difficulty
out
no
and
tivities
.
noisy
anticipates
Larson
become
didn’t
and
for the engineering department third phase, according to Dean
to Ron Smith, class president.
shufflelx.ard and table tennis -- here. It follows a $2.000,0on pm,
in passing the bill.
hand.
Gunderson.
Smith outlined this semester’s
feature
Co-Rec
Olsen;
will
Wednesdav’s
John
complaints,
Director
Spartacamp
any
will
include
which
projects.
are
there
"If
lion acquired in July of 1981 and
Also receiving $150,000 of the
slitwith
the
combo,
"Jesters"
the!
Council
will
the
the
recommend
stated.
to
he
precedes a 81.500000 request which IA money will he "Classroom
we’ll respond."
dent body -administrative hounda- people he wishes to have serve on I theme appropriate to Columhus
realize
students
the
"We hope
will complete needed acquisition
ries, a student loan program, the the Spartaeamp Committee. The Day.
. building No. I," which will hraitie
the seriousness of the situation
If or the depart ment
Junior-Senior Ball. and the chang- recommendations must be approved I
is
week’s
affair
of
this
police. ROTC. mathematics, and
their
Highlight
affect
to
and that it is going
ing of the traditional Ugly Man by both ASB President Bill Hauck [, the appearance of television perFINDS FOR LAR
health facilities. The building’s
standings at sehool and in then
contest.
sonality Don (’antics, folk singerl The funds will supply laboratory
and the Council.
occupations since it will go on
furniture and basic instructional
"we
of
lab
said.
areas
will
have
equipment
for
eight
Smith
someof
commencement
and
guitarist.
A list of possible
their records. The performance
lacilities will be acquired with this
every
for
person
thing
who
is
rep.
the
activit
in
the
engineering
dewillTin
opens
harming
by
Cramp.m.
The gym
speakers will be reviewed
at 7[30
a few students is
I money. It is scheduled for coin.
utation of the college and com- ing to work and make this a SW- eil members, who may eliminate combo will play from S to 9:45. and partment.
I
On the spacious titst floor. vi pletion in February of 1964.
cessful year.Gomes will appear around 9.
MOM! of nominees.
munity," Cannel’ concluded.

.

Police Get Tough;
Forced by Students
By JERRY ARCA
Toe future of the traditional
Friday aftei noon beer bust stood
on shaky ground this week, following a "raid" of one such party by
local police Friday.
The raid netted six arrests, a
lot of newspaper coverage and
divided opinions on campus.
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Lock of Issues?
Ever since 1974 when the Supreme Court issued its historic
&fit;
on integration. the subject has been cloaked in legal
Mallen en, which have 0104’11 red the real subs-tame of the issue.
so dramatically
%lure than at all%
’,ince then. the issue
HON Pi alltleiii
presented by the Nleredith case in MI.,1,:1111,1
ailing fur its
light before the Linerican people
tht clearest
whosi co lllll ui I kation, network is
public opinion. In a nal
t deieloped in the world. the silence has been baffling.
the
ln recent years there haie been !MAILS 120111p1ainb. about the
lack of iiiimea in this scientifically -oriented world. The aceining
lack of tAlolleli lias brought about pseudo-causes that have reet there has beeu
sulted in I anatic extremism in Plillle eaNCS.
an issue all this time. Disappointingly. the pursuit of the worltrii
most prosperous way of life has faileil to give it its just due of
at
Here te. an 1Plle concerned about the basic rights of man.
protected lb list’ t:unstinition. being iiilated in one of our own
perhaps are the
511 states. Here Is all IPP UV I or a pe011 le
most ellustiotp. about rights than any other in the world.
Instead. we worr about Cuba. that -cancer- in our hemisphere that threatens to be, or now ha. become. a SOIS let steppingstone toward the ally :Met-91111CW of a different ideology.
e
worry about the nation’s image in other countries.
e must
close the missile gap and put the first plan on the moon.
e
worry about problems that cannot be solved bb a Ningle nob% id-,
ual when a simple ease of tolerance in our backyards needs our
support. Vie won-,. instead, about property values and neglect
our moral obligations to one of our own citizens.
All tins must present a puzzling image to those who have
long admired the tinted States as a land of freedom and independence and to the many oppressed peoples whose hopes are
based on the niost powerkil nation in the world.
Since President Kennedy spoke his fa llllll won& in 19fil.
Americans have been asking what they can do for their country.
Certainly the answers are now clear and simple enough.
e must make good our word to our own citizens before we
can promise the same to other countries. We must end prejudice
here before we can promise freedom to others. This is what
Americans can do for their country -- to practice themselves
what the government has been preaching to the rest of the world.

Feel Indecisive? You’re Not Alone
PHILADELPHIA LTPIt In
appearance, the original draft of
the U. S. Constitution, isTritten
here during the summer of 1787.
could easily pass for a schoolboy’s term paper.
Words, sentences and paragraphs are crossed out and reworked and new ideas are
scrawled in the margins, marked
with asterisks. Hand-written
on seven sheets of legal -sized
paper, the original document
still is legible despite the many
corrections and long sentences
squeezed on single lines.
The preamble of the original
exemplifies the extensive revision undertaken by the framers.
It begins with. "The people of

the States of . . ." followed by
the names of the original 13
states.
This subsequently was changed
to read, "The people of the
United States do agree upon . . ."
But "agree upon" was crossed
out and "ordain" was inserted.
"Ordain" still apparently wasn’t
the right word, so "declare" was
tried.
"Declare" wasn’t right either
and the result was "establish."
Then someone inserted "We"
at the beginning with a little
arrow pointing up to it. The
completed paragraph, which has
stood the test of time ever since,
begins: "We, the people of the
United States., ."

SPARTAN
SPECIAL
COMBINATION
BINDER

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
1:1;1’1,

Editor’s Note: Will th following
writers plaits. corn* to the Spartan
Dily office (J208I between I:45 and
4.30 p.m. to sign their letters Sc that
they mey epper in Thrust and Parry:
Mrs. Lucia M. Rottlgeb, John A. Rd,
Clifford G Marrrd, G. Grant Sandra
Kenton and Dennis Fregger.

’Band Trip Would
Build SJS Prestige’

LIKE EVERY YEAZ WE 1-AvETO Pi.
ENTEgING F1E5t4MENINro LOWER LEVEL_

3

By PHIL NEWSOM
FPI Foreign News Analyst
American military advisers departed from Laos this week, victims of their own high ideals,
defeated by a way of life understood too late.
It had been the American
belief that, given the aid approximately $300 million since
1955 and their soldiers the proper
tools, the Laotians themselves
would rise up in defense of their
freedoms and turn back a Communist tide sweeping down from
the north.
But it was a belief that reckoned without the people of this
lotus-eating land of Buddhist
temples. flame trees, palms, ricepaddies and day dreams.
A gun in his hand gave the
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Editor:
I don’t think that Roger Huffman realizes what the trip to
Arizona would mean for the
prestige of San Jose State. What
was not mentioned in any of the
news articles concerning the
matter was that the band not
only would play at the game un
Saturday. but would play at a
junior college on the way down
and possibly at one on the way
back. The trip would be covered
by two national magazines plus
the usual publicity given by local newspapers.
This amounts to more recognition than the band would ever
get on a national television program. When would he watch the
band on TV anyway between
commercials and interviews?
The more personal approach of
appearances at a local school is
more effective publicity.
I don’t think he realizes also
how much it means to the band
to be able to go to Arizona. The
band members spend at least
5-8 hours a week practicing in
the hot sun and cold wind so
they will be able to put on a
good show for San Jose. They
don’t do it for creditdo you
spend that many hours a week
for your one-unit courses? They
do it because they want to see
San Jose gain prestige and repute--not for personal glory.
I think the band deserves this
trip, not only as a reward for
their effort, but as a chance to
let them show other colleges how
great they are. They give all
they can for San Josewhy
can’t San Jose do something
for them?
Karolyn Kerby
ASB A7828

moRE OF OUR

gemEviALCIA556i

Disillusionment
Costs U.S. Laos

ALL
blue canvas

Thrust and Parry

ST ER EOP HON :C
MONAURAL

boosters

Laotian no %s ill to kill. ma to
defend his land, ot which there
always had been plenty, nor to
preserve a way of life which
always had existed and always
would.
American advisers were convinced that man-for-man the
American-trained Laotian forces
were the equal of the Pathet Lao
led by the Red Prince Souphanouvong.
LIMITED TO ADVICE
But with disaster closing in,
the American could advise but
not command.
The Communist leadership operated under no such handicap.
Communist North Viet Nam
poured in 10,000 hardened and
trained Viet Minh troops to support the Pathet Lao. And, if defence of freedom would not induce a man to fight, the Communists had other arguments
vouched for by Americans who
saw them in action.
The Viet Minh permitted the
Pathet Lao no retreat. An advance involved the risk of being
shot. Retreat made it a certainty.
In the final days of frustration,
just before the Geneva agreement which declared Laos neutral, this correspondent talked
with American military men in
Lasts, as well as with ambassadors and government officials of
neighboring Thailand.
Officially, there was guarded
optimism that Laos could become
truly neutral. Privately, most
expressed grave doubts.

Seeing Is Believing
On Band Trip Issue
Editor:
In the Monday edition of the
Spartan Daily. Roger Hoffman
questioned the advisability of
sending the marching band to
the Arizona State game. We are
glad to see someone present
another side of the story; so
few students feel the same way.
In fact, approximately 90 of 100
students we have approached
with our petitions have agreed
to sign them.
Unfortunately, Hoffman gives
the reader a few misleading impressions. It is true, as the editor
noted Monday, that posters are
not allowed on the Spartan Daily boxes, and we have apologized
to them concerning this. It is
not true that ". . . sheets have
been put up on campus without
authorization . . ."; a simple
check with the Activities Office
concerning authorization for posters, leaflets, and petitions would
have prevented this half-truth.
Of course, there are some in -

LESSER OF EVILS
Foreign Minister Thanat Rhoman of Thai said it was only a
lesser of evils, and that if neutrality worked at all, it only
would he because the United
States and Russia guaranteed
it. Of this, too, he expressed
grave doubts.
Only Russia, he said, could
guarantee withdrawal of the
10,000 Viet Minh troops, and he
doubted that Russia could force
its will upon Red China.
The control commission has
recorded the departure of more
than WI Americans front Laos.
It has no similar record of the
Viet Minh who are now free to
join the fight in South Viet Nam
or move against the border of
Thailand for a new campaign of
suliversion and inlillt ;Won.

SEA TALES ON TV
NEW YORK (UPI) -- Stories
of sea adventures will figure
largely in the 1963-64 television
season, according to insiders in
the industry.
Concrete evidence of the trend,
the insiders say, are overtures
now being made to Robert F.
Mirvish, author of a dozen ocean
sagas ranging in locale f rn so
Murmansk to Montevideo and
from the North Pole to the
Persian Gulf.

This week
JOAN BAEZ

SAN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER CO

"IN CONCERT"

ONLY

$117

Editor:
I have learned that editorials
or certain unimportant individuals’ printed ideas expounding
the extremely immature activities of San Jose State’s virtueless "students" have no effect,
whatsoever, on their child -like
actions.
These individuals have no argument in favor of their activities, for such an argument could
only be based on the human
needs of an individual to release
the great amount of tension that
has been accumulated by the
rigorous hours spent at his study
desk. Furthermore, it’s evident
that the number of study hours
per week of these persons could
be represented by a count of
any one of these individuals’
fingers, clutched in the fists of
both his hands. It is also evident
that among this herd, the
"sheep" that does spend enough
time at his desk to develop a
recognizable amount of tension,
believes that the only way to
nullify the constructive time
spent studying (There seems to
be an uncontrollable need to balance his "good" with the same
amount of "bad") is to organize
an unorganized street riot.
So I recommend that all fur-

Editor:
Since Paul Rot.,
kusta
offered to clarity my thinking
on this issue, may I offer a alas.
lion to help clarify his stand
how segiegation as it exist,
America today should (..
tacked.
Is a direct, frontal aol
the problem of segregation it,.
best and only possible means ts
which this problem can be Oh Mated? Should the enforeene,r:
of federal law by troops
essary to resolve this in., James Meredith’s primary 1110,
tive was to further the cause of
integration. He did not delibet,
ately incite the people ot Mississippi for the sheer soy TI of so
doing, as Rufo seems to have
interpreted my statement, but
rather only as a by-product of
the advance of his cause, we
must assume that he considered
his action to be the best and
only possible way to further his
cause, or he would not have chosen that course of action.
Nowhere in my previous letter
did I state or even imply that
the law should be changed or
modified. But do you not think
that Intellectual persuasion on a
massive scale, might not be better than forceful persuasion, on
a massive scale, by federal
troops? Do you not think that a
better means might lead to a
better and more lasting end?
Bob Kreps
ASH AS1514

SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN STUDENTS
WHO NEED SOME

FINANCIAL HELP

s. YEAR AND WILL THEN COMMENCE WORK.

Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
A Non -Profit Educational Corporation
610-612 ENDICOTT BLDG,
IT, PAUL 1, MINN.

Box Office Now Open For...
ANDROCLES AND THE LION
BY GEORGE BERNARD SJJAW
A Speech and Drama Production
Runs Oct. 19, 20, 24. 25. 26 and 27
50c SJSC STUDENTS
Curtain 8:15 p.m.

$1.25 GENERAL
College Theatre

Box Office Sill and San Fernando Sts.
Open 1.5
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SARATOGA VW,
A TASTE OF HONEY
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Billy Wilder’s
ONE, TWO, THREE
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3E6 South First
NO MAN IS AN ISLAND
Starring Jeffrey Hunter ,rid
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WDRIVE IN

LADY IS A TRAMP
,--1
ALMOST ANGELS
TWINYUE

Story 8, King Roads
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EVERYTHING

Open weekdays fit 9:00 Sat’s til 6:00
266 SOUTH FIRST
PPOSITF U

T1/111/1/

VALLEY FAIR
AT

C

I/LAYING LOT

IN ORDER TO

Tc COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION DURING THIS ACADEMIC

FOR THE ARTIST!

FR. 8-6707

INCHESTER

DRIVE-IN

Folk Album

Just Say
Charge It

Sundays 11:00 to 5:00

Intellectual Pressure
Better Than Force?

Financial Aid Offered To

400 South First St.
THE IMMORAL MR. TEAS
A 1,baTI Comedy
also
THI GREEN MARE
"An earthly peasant comedy"
in color-

with filler paper

BEST BUY

’No Good Excuse’
For 8th Si. Behavior

ther articles attempting to
ham.
mer a little sense into
these
even smaller heads be discarded:
because these articles wotild
tei
a
Waste of good advertisint
space
Dennis Frenaer
ASH A5650

EffiUran
78 VALLEY FAIR

CLASSICS
POPULAR

clip

(1 rsiklliiik WhO will not support
student organizations with anything other than lip service.
Huffman’s reasons for his feelings are made very clear by his
words, "Almost none of us will
get to see the band if it does
go."
No doubt he would wish the
Athletic Department to cancel
all games played outside of Spartan Stadium.
Janie* BeCartis
assletaiii marching band fUrcelur
ASH A410

HATARI
With John Wayne
aly,
THAT TOUCH OF MINK
a Doris Day ar.,1

TROPICAIRE
East Santa Cl.,. at 17th

CL

DRIVE IN
1.1144

BOTH SCREENS

Chapman Report and Merrill’s Marauders

For the Record
-

By PRUD1 STAVIG
.Society Editor
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In thi, column List %seek the question oi the power of music
as a force for world peace was examined.
At first it may have appeared naive to suggest that something
as commonplace as music could wield such power. After all, one
could argue. music has been around as long as man, and still he has
not found the secret of achieving and maintaining peace.
But because music is such a commonplace thing, because it is so
very familiar, because it is such an obvious part of our daily lives
in one form or another, it appears that music. creation, performance
and enjoyment, may have just been overlooked.
We brought it out in last week’s column that the current cultural exchanges between the United States and the Soviet Union
served as gorx1 examples to demonstrate the peculiar power of
music that allows people to forget whatever differences separate
them.
For several years the two countries have been visited by each
other’s orchestras, dance companies, pianists and singers.
NO DIFFERENCES
Not once has any ideological difference thwarted the enthusiasm visiting performers have received.
Standing ovations, loud cheers and even tears have greeted
them. Such words as "capitalists," or "Communist" simply have
no place.
Also shown was the fact that people, be they Russian or
American, or anything else, are pretty much the same around the
world.
Russia’s leading contemporary composer, Dimitri Shostakovich
Was in the Moscow audience that heard Leonard Bernstein and the
New York Philharmonic perform Shostakovich’s Seventh Symphony.
The composer commented afterwards that the performance by
an American conductor of an American orchestra was better than
anything he had heard done by conductors and orchestras in his
own country.
TRULY IVrEltNATIoNAL
When Russia’s leading folk ilance eroirp. the Moiseyev Dancers
toured the United States they concluded many of their programs.
built largely on Russian dances, with rousing performances ot
American pioneer square dances that many of us would find difficult
to equal.
These instances, and countless others, have shown that music
truly is the international language.
It was perhaps with this thought in mind that one writer suggested the formation of a United Nations Symphony, with members
of the world organization manning various posts in the orchestra.
Assuming that Nikita Khrushchev doesn’t demand a troika -type
conductor, the idea is not as zany as it sounds.
to make harThe efforts of the world’s diplomats at
mony would be a distinct improvement over the very dissonant
shouts of some persons whose unmusical utterances still sound like
the beginning of a requiem.
UNIFORMITY SAVES
CHICAGO WM) --- A system of uniform traffic signals
throughout the nation would save
2,000 lives a year, estimates
Harry Porter Jr., Nation al
Safety Council traffic manager.

Crest Pin *flop

N.
mmik

OPEN INVITATION TO PRESBYTERIANS,
CONGREGATIONALISTS, DISCIPLES*

CAMPUS VESPERS
Wpdr,:day 700- 7.30 p.m.
(Follwed by UCCF Meeting)
Campus Christian Center, 300 S. 10th. CY II-0204.
Dun Ernrnwl Medi Rutledge. Helen Former
’Also all others infroosted

for a lifetime of
proud possession

YOU’RE OUT!Baseball influences everyone these days, including, it seems, this member of the Uday ShAnkar Hindu
Dancers, who will perform this Friday night at 8:30 in Civic
Auditorium.

Hindu Dancers Open
Annual Concert Series
The Uday Shankar Hindu Dancers, returning to San Jose for
their third appearance, will open the 271h annual San Jose Concert
Series this Friday evening at 8:30 in Civic Auditorium.
Under its founder and director, Uday Shankar, the company
will present an evening of the music and dance of India.
In India, the dance and religion are closely associated. Each
subtle gesture and movement has some religious meaning. Hindu
ballet characters are usually a
god who is not always presented
with reverence and solemnity.
Hand gestures, facial expressions and simple rhythmic steps
form the bulk of the dances.
Shankar is attempting to build
A new
NEW YORK (UPI
up a repertoire of dances based
kind of witness has been cropon ancient Hindu myths and
ping up increasingly in courtlegends that will give examples
rooms these days.
of Indian traditions in music and
This witness has no tongue,
dance.
but it talks. And what it says is
helping make the course of jusAdding .to the colorful productice swifter and less fallible.
tion are the elaborate and exotic
costumes designed by Shankar’s
The witness is a machine and
wife, Amala.
it signifies the extension of electronics into the field of jurisA final bit of Indian authenticity is given by the orchestra
prudence.
of unus,ial Indian instruments
Courts in many American
employed by Shankar.
states, Pureto Rico, the BahaThe Shankar dancers have apmas. Canada, New Zealand and
neared on stages around the
Israel now use electronic equipworld. Shankar is considered. as
ment to record every word uta choreographer and dancer and
!erect during important trials.
one of the leading exponents of
Judges, other court officials
Indian culture today.
and lawyers favor the automatic recorders because they
Before his tours of the Westprovide an unchangeable, verern Worl (I. few people were
batim log of testimony, with no
aware of or had the opportunity
chance of misquotation.
to experience the exotic and
subtle Indian music and dance
Plastic recording belts [Dictaart.
abeitsi recorded in court or at
other sites may be played back
Later productions in the conto impeach a with:is or refresh
cert series will be a performance
his memory. The fact that thr
of the Broadway hit, "Carnival,"
and performances by the Vienna
manner or tone in which testiChoir Boys and pianist Leonard
mony was ghen also is reermlerl
Penna
was cited by legal experts as
in that the inflnetion
in,
Tickets for the performanee by
often is a kry Dutra. in evaluatthe Hindu Dancers are available
ing testimony.
at the Wendell Watkins Management Office, ft9 South First
The electronic setup is used
St. Prices are $2, $2.50. ¶3.20.
as a double check nun stcnoi:$3.90 and $4.30.
raphers.

Recorder Poses
As Extra Witness
For Court Check

q UULAWlAW,

open a %odd of new hormone. How fitting
to bay ennitratulations on any occasion WI,11
an OMEGA watch. Infallibly accurate, incomparably beautiful: a constant reminds?
Of your Jove anti affection. Choose from
Our IKrite OMEGA collection.

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Omega
watches from $65.
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AMERICAN HISTORY
In

PAPERBACKS
The Complete Selection of Paperbacks
Listed on the

History Reading Sheet
Available At

ROBERTS BOOK CO.

91 South First Street
opin Mon owl Ti,,, Sight.;
307 Town & Country Village
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By BOB PACINI
Fine Arts Editor
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no more complaining from impute so ho can C get Bleu
homework done because they’re too busy.
That excuse just doesn’t hold water around here after You
talk with a few students who are active in campus affairs.
These kids, a mere handful out of over 17.000. have about them
an aura of vivaciousness and get-up-and-go that makes me tired
just to watch.
From time to time, this column hopes to introduce some of
those students you read or hear about but never get to know.
ENERGETIC PREXV
The president of Associated Women Students, an organization
which includes all women students, is a good case in point of exuberant student leadership at SJS.
Susan Curia, 21 -year-old senior, is living testimony that "honest
labor bears a lovely face." With her wonderfully animated expression.s. Susan enthusiastically promotes every activity she’s in, from
honor societies to social groups.
In addition to her job as AWS prexy, Sue is secretary of Black
Masque, senior women’s honorary society. As a sophomore she was
secretary of Social Affairs Committee, secretary of Spartan Spears.
sophomore women’s honorary society and publicity chairman for
her class.
Her junior year found Sue in the role of chairman of student faculty relations for AWS and Orientation Committee, and an S.IS
representative to the intercollegiate AWS convention in Oklahoma.
Sue was also presented with a $100 student government meretorious award last year.
Somewhere the energetic education major finds time to study
for she maintains that, "The more I’m doing, the better my grades
are."
That’s something to think about.
YELL ROSS
Steve Fmhling. if not a familiar name, is certainly a familiar
figure. For Steve has been an SJS yell leader for two years, this
year as boss.
A Sigma Chi senior and business and industrial management
major, Steve is right up there with the best of ’em in student
activities.
The lanky, blue-eyed Steve’s repertoire of activities includr.membership in Blue Key, senior men’s national honor society, Sp:
tan Shields. sophomore men’s honor society, junior representrity,
to Student Council, Freshman Camp counselor, orientation leader,
Social Affairs Committee, and Student Activities Board.
ENGAGEMENTS
Colleen Craft. junior education major from Atherton to Ken
Vesey, senior electrical engineering major at Stanford.
Karen Koser, Phi Mu senior business major from Lafayette to
Jon Mellish, former student at University of Oregon, now employed
in San Jose.
Pat Yoggerst, Sigma Kappa junior education major from San
Jose to Herb Schoeller, senior social science major from Oakland.
Ruby Byrd, senior education major from Mantica to Ohre
Overson, gas station owner in Watsonville.
Barbara Marques, junior physical education major from Livingston to Rollin Blevins, now employed in Turlock. from Livingston

Speech, Drama
Dept. Prepares
’Androcles’Opening
The finishing touches are being put on the Speech and Drama Department’s first major
production of the semester,
Shaw’s "Androcles and the
Lion," scheduled to open October 19 in the College Theater.
The production is under the direction of Elizabeth Loeffler, associate professor of drama.
Members of the large cast include Arthur Conn, Androcles;
Gerald Gogol, the Lion; Russell
Holcomb, Caesar; Nick Lymberis, Keeper of the Lions.
Other cast members include
Louise Wall, Robert Bigelow,
James Gui.ssi, Gretchen Green.
Sandra Emery and Luman Coad
as the Christian prisoners.
Since Shaw was a skeptic, scientist and a mn per rent tarwi.
ernist, it might he expected that
"Androcles" would he full of
scorn for the New Testament
with its very unscientific mysticism.
But the Christian characters
in the play are human and in the
end triumphant. Shaw becomes
an admirer and a defender.
Shaw wrote "Androcles" in
1912 and had it produced a year
later in London. immediately
some branded the play bin-941,1110M.
Shaw interineted Rome’s persecution of the Christians as political rather than religious.
According to Shaw, Christianity was revolutionary and the
emperor saw his security threatened by a popular doctrine that
did not recpeet the customs of
Ill.’ state.
Following the opening perfintmance on the 19, the department will give repeat performances on October 20, and 24-27.

DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED!!

11)3111.3

Music Class
Sets Piano
Programs
Piano stontento ot Thomas
Ryan. professor of Music’, will
perform tomorrow for the Survey of Music ciie.s. at 1130 a.m.
in Concert I In It
imiier the direcThe eke:s
tion of Donald noniron. associate professor of music.
Madeleine Edwards. Maria
Federico and John Doe will perform piano music of Haydn and
Beethoven.
Included on the program awe
Ito’ Haydn Piano S,riala in t;
Flat Ma 1 and Bucth\en’s 3’2
variatians in C Major.
n,1 Music class,
Th.- Sur,
v.hich meets each Tuesday and
Thursday, presents live performances by athanced students and
faculty in the Music Department
All sturreni may attend th?
performances vhether they are
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Third & San Fansaada

Wednesday and Thu.

SPECIAL STEAK DINNER
FILET OF RIB
Includes: Salad, Baked Potatc
Chili, Garlic Bread

1.24

For Dessert Have a Quarter
of a Pie for a Quarter

Julian IV Steaks
4th and Julian Strpras

Open ’Till 12:00 P.M.
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tf utter . .
6(411 for ea
There’s a world of style in this 1. -length fog cutter. Smartly
tailored, water-repellent, cotton poplin, plaid lined. In
oyster, black and loden. Other coats starting at $15.95.
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Profs Named Editors
Dr. James M. Thompson. pt’..
lessor 01 business and education
at Sun Jose State College, has
been named editor of the Cantornia Business Education Association
Bulletin.
Dr. Richard S. Dale, SJS assn.
date professor of business and education, has been named associate
editor and advertising manager ot
the state-wide publication.
The Bulletin, which is sent to
every business teacher in California. attempts "to help business
teachers to be better teachers,"
Dr. Thompson said.
It deals with problems and questions concerning teaching methods
and the business teacher’s position
in the state and in the school.
According to Dr. Thompson, his
two-year editorship will mark the
first time a San Jose State professor has held the position.
Dr. Thompson is shorthand editor for the National Business Education Association Forum. He has
contributed over 100 articles to
magazines, including the American Vocational Association Journal
and National Education Association
Journal.
Thompson is the author of seven
books. His latest, "Securing, Holding, and Advancing In A Position,"
will be out around Dec. 1.
Dr. Thompson received his B.S.

!Kegon Buddhism ’Hondas, Yespas,
To Be Discussed Harleys, BSAs,
Where Are You?

degree :
‘’r.ite
Ktagon Buddhism will be de ..e lo State,
loge,
cussed by Baru Kusada tomorriss
and his Laid Iron. New York
at 2:30 p.m. in 5326. according to
Una ersity.
Like Dr Thompson, Dr. Dale re- Sam Jennings, Sangha Club president.
This will be the first in a series
.1 weekly lectures by Kusada
planned by the Simgha Club. Following lectures will be held at the
same time in the same room each
Thinsday. Jennings said.
Sangha Club will meet tomorrow
, evening at 7 in 5326. Membership
is open to all interested students,
Ireports Jennings.
The goal of the organization is
to foster an interchange of philosophical and cultural vies between East and West.

Immunization

DR. JAMES M. THOMPSON
CBEA Bulletin editor .
his doctorate from New
York University. He is a recent contributor to The Business Teacher,
Dr. Dale is one of the contributing authors to an introductory text
in the field of marketing.

’63 La Torre
On Sale Today
’Th 16

$6.00
See your picture in the ’63

Features never before in

LaTorre

La Torre

I. Senior pics in color
2. Jr. Soph. Frosh

Offered Friday

Friday is Immunization Day. A
series of injections which will provide protection again.st smallpox,
diptheria, tetanus, typhoid and influenza will be given from 1-4 p.m.
in H130.
Provided by the SJS Student
Health Service, the shots will be
given without charge to regular
students carrying six and one-half
units or more.

ORDER YOUR NEW

Class group pics

3. 25 pages of dorm activities
4. 23 pages of residences
5. Extra coverage of Greeks
6. 15 full pages of Spartan activities
7. Complete coverage of intramurals
8. Table of contr,ns in color

A new year
A new staff
A bigger and better

La Torre

Last Week. Sparlial
asked
for a count of mobil - .siterists
and cyclists who bring their vehicles to school.
Purpose of the poll is to help
traffic planning experts determine
San Jose State’s need for special
scooter parking facilities.
So far the paper has received 27
replies. Is that all there are of you?
If you haven’t sent your name,
address. ASH card number and
type vehicle you title to college.
please reply at once on a postal
card. Address it to Spartan Daily,
San Jose State Collette, San Jose
14, California, or deposit the information in the special box in the
Spartan Daily office. J208.

Limited students, faculty and
employees may receive all immunizations except influenza free of
cost. However, for the influenza
shot, they must pay a fee of 50
cents at the Student Affairs It. .ness Office, T1-116
Students under 1.1
,
must have written
hams
parent or guardian
may be obtained .., the
Service.

Professor Named
,To State Council
For Social Studies
Dr. Jack W. Sutherland,
associate professor of ethical ion,
resigned recently as president .r?
the Northern California
for the Social Studies to bens,
executive secretary of the net
formed California Council for hie
Social Studies.
While president of the
council, Dr. Sutherland was insii
mental in arranging a meetin.’
of all local councils to disc
and form a state council.
Dr. Sutherland is also Nel
in the organization of the
fornia Social Science Res less a
quarterly magazine devoted to
council news. He is currently
working on the second issigt.

Former Presidents
Peace Corps Rep Says
Of Student Body
’Submit Applications Now’
To Visit Wahlquist

liii ’’Ott iii joining tlie
Peace Corps following June graduation should submit applications
now. Leon A. Schertler. senior
Petite Corps training officer from
Washington, DC., t ii I d students
and faculty yesterday during a talk
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
If students apply now they will
be notified of their acceptance by
Jan. I. 1963. In the past, students
were unable to make definite postgraduate plans because of late appheati.al, Seherfler said.
Although the Peace Corps accepts persons who do not hold college degrees. Scheraler urged stu(loins to complete their education
is tore applying.
The Peace Corps hopes to put
1000 volunteers in the field by
gepternber 1963, Schertler redomed. "There is a great need in
the physical education field," he
said.
Following Schertler’s talk a color
film. "Volunteers in Action." was

Evening Talk
Set in Chapel
l’aul E Wavle, a member of
the Christi in Science Board of
Lectureship. will lecture tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in the College Memorial
Chapel. The talk is open to the
it lithe.
The lecture, sponsored by the
christian Science Organization at
San Jose State, will be "Christian
Science: Religion That Meets The
Iirtman Need."
withdrew from business
V’ ,s
ic enter the public practice
Science healing. Dim, ei Wrir II he served as a
’art me Min a Science
11.. has been an authorized
her of Chiistian Science since
r-19.
Interested in working with youth.
I:’ it a’. awarded the DeMolay
Honor by the Internegapreme Council Order of

Initiation Banquet
For SAM Tonight

Film ’Baffle Cry,’
SAM Society for the Advance’ Intent of MankcJement I will hold its
With Star-Filled
fall Initiation Banquet tonight at
Follmar’s Golden Doors in Los
Cast, To Be Shown Gatos,
The function will begin at 6:31)
rite
One of the great
out of World War Ii
will he shown at Fi
beginning at 7:30 p.m lii
Dailey Auditorium.
The star-studded cast of "Bar
Cry" includes Van Heflin. Hayti’.
Massey, James Whitmore, Don
Malone, Anne Francis and
Parker.
"Battle Cry" is a story wire I.
can be enjoyed by both men and
women alike. It begins in a San
Diego Marine boot camp. follows
an outfit to Saipan, then lakes the
viewer home with some of the men
who survive.
Next week’s Flick will be the
controversial "Island in the Sun."
starring Harry Belafonte, James
Mason, Dorothy Dandridge, Stephen Boyd and Joan Fontaine,

LOOKING UP
The
VASHINGTON I UPI 0
first attempt to plant the United
States flag on the summit of ’29..028-foot Mount Everest is being
.1 planned for next year.
by
An 18-man team sTii n
it V
I the National GeograiJi
wine
will carry out ester 1.,
hich
research on the
is the world’s high...?

p.m. Dinner will be at 7:30.
:4T raker for the evening is John
g d, head of the management
...s-elopment program at IBM and
president of the Santa Clara senior
chapter of SAM.

Daily Home Issue
On Sale Oct. 17
Let your funnily and friends krsig
what’s happening on the SJS care pus- buy the "Send Home Edition
A special issue of the "Spartan
Daily," edited and sponsored Ir.
Sigma Delta Chi, professional jot’) nalism society, will go on saie
October 17.
Titled the "Send Home Edition
the paper will be on sale for pi
rents per copy and 15 cents tic
the mailing edition.
Stories giving a comprehensive
view of SJS activities will he featured in the special edition.

at the Student Affairs Office

Tour Club
Deadline
Tomorrow

Professors Issue
Second Workbook

Naval Reserve
S.F. Bay Cruise
Set for Saturday

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

A San Francisco Bay cruise
aboard the USS Edmonds is being
,tionsored Saturday by the U.S.
Naval Reserve Surface Division,
19th and Mission St., San Jose.
Open to all males 16ti yeais and
older and their patents, the cruise
departure is set at. 9 a.m. front
Treasure Island. Further arrangements may be made at the "cruise
office," CY 4-7024.
The day-long outing aboard th.
USS Edmonds, which was recent ls
on active duty with the U.S. Pacific’ Fleet, will include lunch
aboard ship.

98’
ALL
CARS

All Other Car Services
at Discount Prices
DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
6th & KEYES
CY 5.6257
rammt

OPEN
TILL 9

STUDENT

Monday
Thursday
Friday

DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPTMENT

iiited Radio and
A HOU",
(.Y 8-1212

T.v. sitippi, to.

1)ISTR1
N CA1i1.(1

1425 \V.

DOING IT THE HARD WAY by 11(1w]
(GETTING PIG 01 DANDRUFF,

1T

)

YOU
won’t have to be
dragged down to
Tico’s Tacos for a
delicious dinner
or snack!

’6.00 now

La Torre

Eleven year, id
will be represented
.tt tho
Tagho_g.lS game %shell Dr.
John
T. \Vahlquist, president of the cos
lege and his wife will serve
ari
hosts to former ASB president.,
and their wives, representing ttg
years from 1952 to the present
Guests at the
the game. the
Oil see the game hem the
,
it Nis box.
Invited to the Idaho game an.
Tom Evans 11952-53i, Jobb
i 1953-541, Arthur Lund
;
I sin Hubbard t 1955-561,
,iian 11956-571, Don Ryan t1957.
581, Dick Robinson (195S-Iir0. Rich
Hill 11959-601, Robert M
han (1960-611, Brent !
62. and Bill Haack
deadthe
is
noon
Tornt.ii.ot at
president.
line for signups for the Tour and
FranCampfire Club’s trip to San
cisco on Sunday.
Price of the Mar is 84.50. This
does not include meals Students
may Ining lunch and dinner if they
wish.
Interested students may sign-up
"Understanding an I I
in M204. Checks made out to the by Dr. John L. Mall,
club may be turned in here.
James R. Smatt 11:1,
A bus will leave at 9:30 am. on published as the sircon Ie
Sunday trom in front of the cafe- of enrichment unit,
tetia. The group will visit Golden and eighth grade aritinsici.
Gate Park and the zoo.
grams.
Highlight of the excursion will
Dr. Marks, professor
be a tour of the Palace of Fine mattes, anti Dr. Smart -Arts, where the tamed King Tot’s professor of mathemat.. treasure is now on exhibition.
been regular contribut,Students attending air allowed workbook type units art
to bring a friend or relative. How- part of the Ginn
ever, they must turn the name richment program.
in to Mrs. Elizabeth Stewart, a
In addition, Associate
club adviser, in M204, to be cleared of Mathematics Verner I.
dean
associate
by Janet Douglas,
gatt Jr. and mathematic,
of students.
student Mrs. Marjohe Ir.,
have co-aut holed a pat
’On
Nine-digit Determinants," oreently
accepted for publication in the
MaL;atini
Mat hernit

SY MPIIONICS
There are more symphony orchestras in the United State’
today than in all of the wester’,
Ent apean catint ries combined.

Get Yours Today!
6.00 now

’catalyst ie, ent
shown.
he
progress of the Peace Corps and
an address by President Kennedy.
Campus Peace Corps officers are
working on arrangements now for
a re-showing of this film ancl an
older one, "Peace Corps in Tanganyika." according to Don Ryan,
campus Peace Corps liaison officer.
Peace Corps information and applications are available in Ryan’s
office, Adm269.

People eat at Tie0’s Trii,i3s because Tico’s is famous for
the., spicy Mexican disl,s including tacos, enchiladas, rice
and beans. Tico’s also offers the

RANCHBURGER
only

Th 16 Every Day

45c

or in front of tke Cafkieria and the

One taste of a ranchburger and we guarantee
that you’ll be running (not dragging) back for more.

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
TieiPsS

Thei)S

4th and St. James

Ii

easier 3 -minute way for men: FITCH
if

Li dondral vasy

iS I-2-3

I

rubbing. one lathering, one
ot
grime, gummy old hail
!iinte goes right dosn the drain, Your hair looks handhealthier. Your scalr
, . feels it. refreshed. I !Ne
I II ..1.I1,l).i
,( )0ndrietrff
e, ,

FITCH.
LEADING

MAN’S

SHAMPOO

tr,1,111

,,,lr,

nts
ist

Free Goodman
Tickets Available
To SJS Alums

Lyke Magazine
Awarded Honor

Free

San Jose State’s feature
1,k.
not neat
magazine was recently
away ’toll I irst
that it walked
design in
ce in art layout and
campetithin sponsored last 2.ear by
the University of Texas’ campus

national profes,ii dia I
aiurnalism
fraternity for men. 1., ka was the
only campus magazine given an
award at the teriternity’s
conferenee in November 1961. I
The next issue of 1.2. keis sched-.
Med hi hit campus Dig :It.
magazine.
1, he also placed third in overall 6.111.111i1. to Padua, Balt.
annoutieral Ann KM

tickets

for

M..,

I ariley Auditorium Oct. 26 s.... ,.,

Representatives of approximately the firms. It is not a recruiting
2-1 different iridustries interested in visit and is open to all engineering
State at the Student Affairs Busiquaintina students in engineering stud. nts. in, hiding those in lower
d related subjects with their: division
ness Office. The two tlekets may he
ompanies will be on campus Saty nw
o
register i n a
Students may
picked up one week previous 1,,
iI la:. timing at 8 fig "Careersit._tmriplath in the lold.j of the
the lanftatintinen imral I.i ’"ant iii
l’.t tim tIm. I c,!.
A 1-.0 cent
tin iii
..r, Alumni card.

as ailable to Alumni of San losa

liar

I .11.r

di] fit

ifl
.i15illi1eil 111,1
5i,11,t
e5/10111
pera
place
quarterly publication t)r the, Unisersity of Florida, tlaine\ ille, 1,1..
The eompet it ion was 1,11,11.1,11,i
magazine, The Ranger
In 1961 Lyke was named winner
ha
at the top national award
magazines by Sigma Delta Chi.

SPU Speech
Tomorrow

)ok

,h

the

Priitcs,,r
Ligience Pam-. will speak
lernoon at 3:30 on the
War No Peaem The
Amer iean-Se it Ni kite DilemII.
Ma" in Cafeteria !looms A and
Ills speech is ,,isinsored by the
Student Peace Union.
Formerly on the faculty of the
City College of New York, Dr
Rims is new at SJS this year.
His specialty in political science is
national security studies.
Dr. Pdrns has also been a teeter’,
at the Oxford University Milmit2.
Seminar.
- --INSTANT CH EESE
LANSING, Mich. (UPI) Cheddar and blue cheese soon will be
the long list of instant
A’.hlable. Scientists at Michigan State University’s Agricultural Experiment station developed
the inaant cheeses which can he
means, ititled simply by ridding

USED CAR CORNER
$1,495

Falcon

Si

2 door

61

$1,295
$1,195

Falcon -Future

59

Chevrolet
4 door

60

sedan

Chevrolet

$2

"Impala"

295

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS
(Class OF
199

S. FIrd St.

’51)

CV 2.1587

derr,s,
torious.

Trunk murh Judd, 57, no"tiger woman" of the
:\hinday

Arizona State Mental Iligpital
the

\

eonlit,emr !II
I 4,0 11

since

ii

Soper itrieraicril

the V.1 ,i!!,[11,

\Vir

.11

ittilli

,q11411,Vil to death 1,1
itillnler
Two san lose State ’-11111, mts who
her two roommates during an werc caught stealing from the radeseapval lioni the hos- lege bookstore w,.re plaeed in propital through a door which was tdition following an investigation
ii tin
left unlocked.
In the ASH Judigiory Its week.
1ut iss Jr tet.1. wigrse last escape
The 1,,a .Iudenis, who t\ere incame in 1 17.3 when she remained volved in separate thef!s. were also
free for ,,nly 18 hours, was last required to put in two hours of
seen at 9:30 p.m. PDT, according work han the college, one student
to \Vick, and was discovered miss- for the rest of the semester, the
ing at 11 p.m.
other for the rest of the year.
One of the students, answering
"All law enforcement agencies
have been notified of the escape," questions from the Judiciary. said
it \Vick. "Ilenvever, we do not he had heanI that the 1.r:1:store
,,,tisiiler

the

patient

dangerous."

Ex-Russ Pilot
To Speak Here

:4Ski.i

,t
a ti

loweil

by

a

Ic, ni

ii

i

I

f’it i

tirrhor

Smi n 5.15 NINVI11:111 CIO, memlet’s attended last weekend ’s C en 1 rat Pacific Province leadership
e, inference at Contra Costa College
the club announced

I r,
I,
t ,,

li

itS
in
-ay
therne a the
meh \\ as sprgal 0%6T
rs

I
An., II,
’.1.
.,..ntrut.

of

,

II.,
A

’di

!Ivo
itl

have a good record
"I had a gnod one.
I think I can make W
get a chance."

The ASH Judiciary meets again
A change is in the works to,
this :ifternoon at 3:30 in the CoiASH Attorney -General Alpha Phi Omega, natiunal men’s
leg’’
Jell Davis said the meeting vs ill service fraternity. The ehringe .
o
wmen
r
to the Faas
mob:Oily
The fraternity’s president Judd
Fuller will meet with the women
SUNRISES
bir the first time tonight at 8 p.m,
PassenMONTREAL (UPI)
gers going eastward around the in the College Union. He vs:ill exworld in a modern jet airliner see ph,in how the fraternity serves
the sun rise three times during a , the eannttls and community, and
the women may airl in this
48-hour flight, according to the In- how
ternational Air Transport Associa- ser \

Misner Appointed
To Campaign Post

.,:.!

..1

I!!

cram,’

prosenrations ar..

rile

’Mee

it,

ritlity.

Saiturlay

La Timm, s
,rt ook. is on
sale every daj in the Student
Affairs Business Office, T1116, according’
to Nick Ferentinos, 1.a
Torre business manager. The 1963
yearbook will also be sold at booths
in front of the Spartan Bookstore
and the cafeteria on Thursdays
from 1030 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Friday is the last day for residenves to turn in their pieture contracts for La Torre, Ferentinos
;airl. Any residence which has not
received a contract, and wishes to
have its residents photographed,
should contact the La Torre office,
J117,

Hillel Club Meets
5 ’11,11. W111 laliI its 1,.gular
meeting toninnow night at the International Student Center. 285 S.
Market St. at 8 p.m. The club will
hear a speaker and ,vin participate
in group discussion, according to
Barbara R osen her g, publicity
chairman.
Admission will be by membership card only.
Sunday. the group will have a
lox and bagel brunch at Omega
Della Nu house, 485 E. Reed St.
The brunch will begin at 11 a.m.
--

his II:a:liar:ken’, I candidacy."

Student

ly

Rates

Free delivery
Free parking
Free exchange

,II

1,111 ’Ii
124

E.

San

Fernando

CY

3.5283

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

WELCOME STUDENTS
Your Philip Morris
Student Representative invites you to

T.’’, 4’ "1
1 $111 Alin- V. III lit
111(‘ Ility Area Verri ’a!
Cotontittee.

was rreide followirid
ii,,,,minenilii, iiin hy 1.1.S. Surgeon
[tither I.. Terry arid a
:ti!\",,,4rry
speerd f
Shaw,
Raj
Firkvard
It.
campaign leader.
Area IC.O.
’The it;iy
:.i.:11muinEE tvith
The

.,

13;iy Arca eournies snit Ii try:ire II
Sabin oral vaccine ,in N.ii,ntber 4.
The decision on Ty le. Ill vaccim,
bitur
froni thr, Connally, state
a ilia ri [malt ot 1 InsultS
;aided.

At It recent \Vasliingtnn meeting.
Dr Albert I). Sabin, det,eloiesr oh
the iaeeiras, maintainer] his ie,sit ion
that all timers types has . Iiri
provN1 1,1 lit’

J

Look Your
Sharpest !

14ft
IN THE COLLEGE

BRAND ROUND -UP
RULES AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED
WILL BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY

ENDOW THE AFFLERBACH COLLECTION!
OR

Nobody ever lost an Eagle Tabsnap’
under the dresser

plant; to inininitize resider’’, of the

When the Occasion is Formal
Wear a Tux From IDA’S
NEW

ALL

DINNER
JACKETS,
PANTS,

SHIRTS

AND
ACCESSORIES

88.50 Rental

Fee

441.4

WATCH FOR THE OPENING
OF OUR NEW STORE
380 S.

1st

Id’s Tuxedo Rental
St
CV 2 9102
1027
S.

Is*

MANY men who would like to wear tab collar shirts do not do so because they
object to the tranny of collar buttons. It is not just that collar buttons are
hard to find when ),ou need them. (Contrary to popular -belief collar buttons do
not always roll under furniture. The only sure way of finding a collar button is to
walk around barefoot in the dark until you step on it. Now there is an experience.)
*No. there is something eke: some men are simply not built for collar buttons.
Their Adam’s apples are in the wrong place. Or their hands are not the right shape
for wrestling with all those empty collar button holes. So they end up wilty and out
of sorts before they ever hit the street. It is the haberdashery equivalent of cutting
yourself shaving.* But that is a thing of the past. An Eagle Tabsnap Shirt is
secured by one simple. inaudible click. As oi.i Call see from the illustration, it lies
inconspicuously flat and neat. The snap enclosure is covered by the same material
as the shirting itself. Eagle Tabsnaps arc a\ ailable in a wide range of colors and
patterns, with short sleeves or regular. 1,,,,:’’ Yes. it appears that the collar button
will join the button f.1 in the museum of clothing antiquities. Say. that is a good
idea. If you can find your collar button please send it to us and we will start one
(The Afflerbach Collection) right here in Quakertown. In return we will tell you
where in your town you can find Eagle Shirts. -1.14 Otherwise how would vou know?
=taws .-..-..- "Zig4711, .17- 7M1illE7 ...,....ageres1441.._ _ traom,..:.:..... MOM -.77.77-1/1/1011U=ANIMI.:7-111111.=
[COLLAR BUTTON COUPON]
1"ours ssrs

Miss Aft:lb:HA. Eagle Shirtmakers. Otiiikertom.n. Krim!, I \ mitt

irre
-

Dear Mi... Afflethach:
111rte

is nis uirthir

button

Olcouldn’t

and

firms with ma’ Hon :el
The 2..,,v,man (lulu \\sill not meet
,periods.
A eording to Lawrence D. lint:- tomorrow nieht as vvas originally
- okeement assoeiate, the igirger sdhethilmi, but will me e t next
Thursday night in the lounge of
.
nubile relations \i.:
’he Catholic 1Vornen’s Center, at
s p.m.
Sun,lay morning, Newman Chaplain Father Cyril V. Leach and a
panel of SJS students will appear
i,n station NPIX with a discussion
titled, "Does Thvology Have a
Pia,’" on the Secular CarrIpu-’’’
, laal

’63 Yearbook Sale
Opens Tomorrow
At Campus Booths

APhi0 Takes
omen Now

Me- .1IiIrl was enrivicted of m111,1,1 g. Hedvig Samuelson and Agne- .him Leroi in a jealous rage 311
years ago. She admitted dismem1)1’1’1114 their bodies and sending
I1,11ii.ie lecture series
The
them to Los Angeles in trunks.
(Wpm- NI, Int lay morning when I.eon
was
The time beautiful blonde
ene-time pilot with the
sentenced t,, he hanged, but 72 Iths-idn Air Foyers, speaks on "Rushours before her seheduled execu- sia and the United States
(inn
tion she vris
ruled insane and We Do Business?"
All women intelested in Alpha
lion. But passenger’s flying the
eonanitied to the hospital.
The speeeli. ,aionsored by the other way around the globe enjoy Phi Omega’s program of service
"ainlittee, will he only one sunrise in their two-day projects and social activities, are
in Morris Ine leyauditorium from hip.
’ invited to attend.
lidal to 12:2n.
Vollirry detected to the West follewing Vs’orld War II rind was
1,16,11 1: ,41,11, 1 dssoeiate
.Pt’
essi
15 been appointed granted American citizenship in
Ihe ’San ,losirs State 191\ I At the present time. he is
rII ,,, comautter, to elect Ralph Nee. s9 eek’s Soviet allaigs editor.
Volkia alsn accompanies Soviet
111,11.,Iiison stairs supt..rintendent
visitors on tours it the U.S. and
Hist rue’ ion "
\ ,i,, Premier Nikita
1\lisner s,,al. "I am happy to raveleil wit h
::-it to Arno eau, \\11.,1,-., I .iskince
I rain to hairusheliev on to.

latest models
fully guaranteed
no deposit

10 ,,t

Leaders Conference
Attended by Seven

iii,1,

-DWI"

\\ ill

infest - mil in then

s
Amour, :ades,ta ,lit 11 Them
and the
Will 10. ’111
11.Q., toI 21 :it 11 a.m.
11,6.
dIilint
tIi,’ San .1,
ramp II,
Warren \’
ii
’hi.,
plannerl
lime, starring in
1,1’,Ifessor Of Plqi
front of the .’
Ihtild,
the program aling, following the I forneehming
a chance to get
the i
\
parade.
acriticinur,
irli companies.
The Alumni As:Joel:0
In
:Ailed that faeult
planned a receptivm 1: r...
;
attend those essioti
turn. at the Hawaiian 11.iidens, I.
,nnt tren sd

Marti 1
it Irli.eks
a
0
"easy."
but w
that that
had 0
reset’.
Ii
’’
nothing to do with his stealing
"
II"!
!planned from 10 p.m. to 1 a ro
the item.
the firm,,iitin Clardens.
Ile said he had the money in his
hand when he reached the check-,
stand, but for some reason negleeted to pay for it.

"I wanted to
liver," he said,
in high school.
up for it if I

their
ideti .

fin.
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NIGHTCLUB ENTERTAINER, vocalist Kathy Kelly, sophomore
English major, will sing at Saturday night’s Idaho-SJS football
game. She will be accompanied by the Progressions, a dance
combo. Pre -game activities will begin at 6:40 p.m.
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Rain Slows Series,
Fifth Game Set Today

Dark Is World Series
Most Confident Man
,T.Nv

The most
YORK .UP!
Iii dent man in this
Ser.es has hmui .1.1ism Wo
"( hi loth n
rirk
San f’.;ta...e.c.,
-k:II 1

k

’It’s sktil that
the grun..-. said
I
sharp-fel:
"And I rel.,
up the hest it,explained. ’ W.
nurses C. the , a
League. and I -1
take the series."

wins :tad lases
the dark-hitireil.
:.:..:’ manager.
men make
;El ha:WI-Mb" he
Iread;.- prok ed
in the National
confident we’ll

At 39, tlit. 1. rear great shortstop belfries that class 55111 WI
if YOH hase the ri;2.10 men to the
right positien. at the right time.
his job to has.- them
and
thereif humanlv possibfrhe
belles to..
And then its up tt the men.
he says. and he doesn’t believe
in trying to improve them or inspire them with clubhouse orations.
His closest approach to an inspi ra t lona I sperch was achieved
just before his men took the field
for the third and final play-off
game with the Dodgers. "Play
like men." he mkt them! and they
cl3d.
times
Although Alvin sta..
known as a hot-tempered performer durtna his shortstop days
with the old Roston Braves and
New York Giants, today he is
perhap. the most composed pilot
In the majors.

what seemed a daring move this
ea -an when he benched center- ,
,:.etder
Mays briefly in the
elos;ng weeks 4,1 th- National
I.eiolue race because of a nerktnis
aomach.
"Willie needed a rest." Dark explains. "You can’t play top-speed
:,all when yoll’re tired. No matter
who ytat are. Or how good
you’ve got to be in top condition
Fit play top-flight major league
hall. Willie appreciated that. He
took his rest and he’s been fine
since
The tilants’ ender, ssho ssas
born In t :Inehe. Okla., Ilse. in
the present and the future. Ile
does not worship the past and
plus ti’s of the pastlike %woe
former stars do.
In fact, he says today’s players
are better than their predecessm-s
And the reason. he points out. is
expansion.
"Baseball ts being playasi better
today than it was 10 years ago.
he says. "or for that matter five
years ago. It’s getting better all
the time because there are more
corgi players in the big leagues
than ever before."
He takes vehement exception to
those who say expansion has filled
the majors with "border-line" big
leaguers who wouldn’t he more
than triple -A" players under preexpansion conditions.
"That just isn’t true," declares
Dark. "All you have to do is look
at what men like Bob Aspromonte. Ken Hubbs and Leon Wagner did this year. They’re proof
that expansion paved the way for
men to prove themselves big
leaguers who otherwise wouldn’t
have tecened the chance

NEW YORK (UPI iThe fifth Friday and the seventh, if nem
sary, Saturday.
Itame of the World Series betweenl
It was the first series rainow
Yankees
York
New
-square
th, all
since 1956 when the Yanket,
,11,1 San Francisco Giants was played the Dodgers.
postponed yesterday after a futile
Frick said that the decision
n,’ -hour and 10 -minute wait be- postpone the game was inade
"with regret" beeause the out.
use if a steady rain.
Baseball Commissioner Ford field was "in no condition" to IP
played on.
Frick ordered the delay to see,
With the series now definiteh
whether the skies would clear but
headed hack to San Francisco la,
when, despite continual optimistic its conclusion. the
Giants are cur,
kkeather reports. the rain contin- fident they can win
the
called
was
game
the
ued to fall
championship at home.
off.
Ralph Terry of the Yankees and
Jack Sanford of the Giants. a
pair o! right-handers who had been
scheduled to go to the mound.
thus will square off in Yankee
Stadium Wednesday.
The rain set the remainder of
SAN FRANCISCO t
the series back a day. The clubs
Th
had been scheduled to fly to San San Francisco Giants will reeeiva
a
a
hero’s
welcome
after
and,
when
night
they l’etuni
Francisco last
day off, play the sixth game at home tonight to face the Neu
with
York Yankees in Candlestick park
Candlestick Park tomorrow
a seventh, if necessary, Friday. Friday.
The sixth game now will he played
Acting Mayor Harold Dobbs hat
planned a parade in open cars tip
Market Street to City Hall, vvhere
each Giant will be introdueed front
the balcony. The parade is tentatively scheduled for R:30 p.m.
Dobbs urged that fans greet the
Giants downtown rathei than at
International Airport, the scene ef
Halfback mass confusion last week when
STANFORD (UPI)
J. D. Lorlato and quarterback Dick mob of 50.000 met the Giants returning from playoffs in Los An.
Ragsdale are back on the Stanford
goes,
lineup today after missing the IndiThe Giants have one more Dv
:MS. loss to Oregon State Saturday.
in New York today. Monday
The Indians went through a light grand slam home run by Chuck
workout Monday and listened to Hiller gave San Francisco a 7.3
scouting reports on next Saturday’s win over New York and evened
opponent, Washington State.
the World Series at 2-2.
"The team desetves ii tremend.
Gary Sargent, who suffered a
slight concussion last weekend, ous welcome home so they’ll lasswas the only player definitely side- were with them for the fin
games at Candlestick," Dobbs
lined for this week’s game.

Giants to Receive
Hero’s Welcome
Upon SF Return

Stanford Backs

Return to Action
For WSU Clash

YANKEE SLUGGERRoger Mark will face the
San Francisco Giants today at Yankee Stadium
in the fifth game of the World Series, The Series
stands at two games apiece as the New York
club and the Giants end the three games at

the Stadium. Friday the two teams will play at
Candlestick Park. Mans knocked in two runs in
the Series operer to help give the Yankees a
6-2 victory. In the third game he drove in two
runs and scored a third in New York’s 3-2 win.

"I don’t believe in this business
of psychologically key games and
team momentum,- he says. "You
jost keep playing- keep making
the plays to the best of your ability and swinging the bat until the
game is over. Sure, spirit counts
-mite; but skill is the big thing. Cal Center Returns
BERKELEY (UPI’ That’s what wins or loses for you."
Center
Acting upon his philosophy of Roger Stull returned to football
"treat ’em like men and they’ll practice with the California Bears ,
treat you the same," he made( todio after a knee injury put him
out at the start of the seasor
r--riaaa.KAJAVAVAI Sophomore quarterback Cr a
SA
FRANCISCO ’UPI)
lure today and didn’t care Itty
MotIn ’iir n rl to the lineup Coach .lack Curtice of Stanforo what he saw either place.
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took a look at the past and the a.
"We play Washington State tit
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St eVel‘ 111.1iTH1141‘ Sen
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all of a sudden he’s in the clear,
773 Willow St.
CY 7-2854
ball or class lectures? Why, base- equipped with two television sets.
he catches the pass and the next
1--’,ISIMVISVATarrnfrartft-. ball, of course.
approximately 70 students wit- thing
you know he’s got a touchnessed the start of the second
down.
iilayoff game between the Giants
"It’s hard to believe he can hP
a:: Dodgers.
No, the professor wasn’t some Si great when he’s so slow. I
kind of a baseball nut; he just should put two men on him. 1,10
lidn’t know what was going on I’m afraid I might embarrass. hoth
Impossible. you sir
Not where of them."
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But if the future looks dim, the
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Big Question Classor Series

"Our
piayed real woili
Flair 24-26 has to Pitt. TM.,
lt.o. a lot of siren; and spirit."
I A.vy singlcul out sophotnort
Dennis Abreau as the outstandini:
lineman for the Golden Bears I’ the third week in a row.
Coach Bob Titchenal of San Jos.!
State, fresh from a 14-0 lacing it
the hands of Oregon, pointed his
club towards Idaho.
"They’ve won one game, we
haven’t won any," said Titchenal
-st it shbuld be a good game -Coach Pat Malley of Santa Chita
,aid that quarterback Ron Caleagno would be ready to go against
San Francisco State this week.
The Broneos lost to Occidental.
19-6, while the ’gators were issiten
by a Humboldt State team il(0.
coach Vie Rowen termed the "1 !nest I’ve seen in the Far \Vest ("inference,"
iii
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Forfeits Plague
Football Teams
League standings are finally tie.
ginning to take a recognizable
furin as several teams have established torrid paces, while others
hae displayed less enviable records.
ATO and Phi Sigs have gone
the
in
Fraternity
undefeated
League, as have the Red Hoard
and the Cal-Hawaiians in the A
league. ATO and the Phi Sigs have
two wins, no losses. The Red
Hoard is out in front with a 3-0
mark, and the Cal -Hawaiians have
two wins, no defeats.
But the league really knotted
Is the B league with DSP g2,
Phi Sig* #2 and DE #2 at the
top, all with three wins. They
have yet to lose a game.
Pink Tub, the International
House and the Saints of C league
are all undefeated. The International House leads in wins with
three. The other two leaders have
two victories.
On the other hand, there are
several teams that have faired
less admirably. This is a result
of Ineligible players which have
caused Inntunerable squads headaches. Suffering the mom are
the Nennuin Knights and Lad
Muir which have lieren eliminated from the B league and A
It-agile respectively.
Not too far from elimination
are ATO #2. Moulder Hall, and

Allen lIuujlets, all in League A.
Pink Tub Annex, of League B, and
Theta Xi in the Fraternity League
All of these have two forfeits.
Three forfeits automatically eliminate a team.
Monday’s action in the independent divisions has been the cause
of the tightened races and eliminations in some cases.
The International House conthsued its winning ways by
drubbing the Fountain Hall
694-rs, 3.1-7. Bob Enterer packed
the punch as he was involved in
every scoring play for the International house.
The Pink Tub also maintained
its perfect mark by shutting out
Moulder Hall, 7-0.
In 13 League action each top
club also emerged victorious. DSP
blanked the Raiders, 26-0, DU #2
held the Rebels scoreless, 22-0, and
Phi Sigs #2 won by a forfeit to
Newman Club. The Libidos team
finally won as it clubbed SAE #2,
12-0.
A League games saw the Allen
Hauliers fail to knock off undefeated Cal -Hawaiians and fail
to win a game so tar. The CadHaWailans WOO 33-11. The Red
Hoard kept its 3-11 record by
downing Markham Hall, 19-7.
ATO 42 beat the Army ROTC,
7-0, and Lad Manor forfeited to
the Beavers in other A league action.

111,
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By JOHN HENRY
tempted a field goal I
the
The San Jose State Spartans
Idaho 21 ssith the more 20-DI
are "hump, fur victory" according
for the Vandals. Sandal Dave
Putnam blocked the kirk and
to grid coach Bob Titchenal. The
ran SO yards for the touchdovin.
Spartans will also be after revengefor the 27-18 deft-at last year’s
This >ear the Vandals have a
team took at the hands of Idaho.
predominarttb, sophomore and a IIn last year’s game the Vandals
nior nister. Only tour senior:, air
beat the SJS eleven despite the
listed on the roster.
fart that San J, ,se dintiinated the
The Vandals’ new coach. Dee
itie.
Andros, has problems with speed
’Ike game %%rid right 110 \kil
and depth. Idaho has two track the usire. With right st ----- lett
men on the team, however. Bob
in the galill Phil I litt,m at - Johnson and Bob Ruby.
Gary Mires. the Vandal quarterback, can both run and pass. lie
especially "likes to run with the
ball," according to Titchenal.
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2600 yd
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SPEEDY SPARTAN BACKWalt Roberts, who played a great
game defensively against Oregon last Saturday, will be out to
help the Spartans win their first game of the year against Idaho
Saturday at Spartan Stadium. Roberts had a fine sophomore
year last season as he averaged 5.8 yards a Curry. He is d 25.
footbroad jumper for the track team.

Spartan Mermen Face
Foothill This Afternoon
Attempting to bounce back after his team stayed with a strong Stanback-to-back losses to California ford seven most of the way before
and Stanford, San Jose State’s yielding by a 8-4 margin.
Led
by all-American Marty
varsity water poloists travel to Los
Hull, the Indians pinned a narrow
Altos Hills to test an improving 12-9 defeat on SJS the night before.
Foothill College team at 3:30 this
Foothill, lead by the outstanding
efforts of Bill Birch, won the Caliafternoon.
fornia Junior College Water Polo
In the preliminary contest the
Tournament at Bakersfield two
Spartan frosh will be attempting
weeks ago.
to break a school record by winThe Spartans, now 1-2 on the
ning its eleventh straight match
season and 0-1 in league play, will
against the Foothill J.V.’s,
be without the services of the
Nort Thornton, a former water
first-string forward Austin Wiswell
po I o sensation of SJS, is now
for the second straight game.
coaching the Owls. Last Saturday
"Wis." as he is called by his teammates, will return to action Friday against University of Pacific.
Nick Schoemann, a diminutive
guard (5-8. 135 pounds from Glendale, has impressed coach Lee Walton with his speed and will probably draw a starting assignment
"It will be one of our toughest
this afternoon.
meets of the year," San Jose State
Coach Walton is also concerned
cross country coach Dean Miller about the enormous size of the
said referring to the Sacramento Foothill pool. "It will really test
State Invitational Saturday.
our physical conditioning," emphaThe reason it will be is "because sized the Spartan mentor.
Stanford will be there and it has
one of the top five teams in the nation," Miller added.

Stanford Affords
Solid Competition

Spartababes
Open Season
At Cal Poly

’rhe 1962 football season is nearhalf completed for the SJS
%..rsity, but coach Bob Jones’ frosh
. -Aims are still eagerly awaiting
’’it’ opener.
This Friday the Spartalsibes will
journey south to San Luis Obispo
to meet the Cal Poly frosh in a
2:30 afternoon meeting.
Jones has named Ken Betty,’
who lead Willow Glen High to undefeated seasons in ’60 and ’61, to
start at quarterback. Ken’s father.
Bob Berry, is a former Spartan
grid star and now coaches Willow
Glen.
Joining Berry in the backfield
will be Bob Harkins at halfback
and Charley Harraway at fullback.
Either Eiv Cobbs or Gary Scardina will draw the starting call at
flanker back.
Rich Clough and Bob Davis are
the leading candidates at the end
slots, while improving Rich Peas ley will also see action against Cal
Poly.
Rich Webber and Roger Miller
are slated to be the starting
tackles, while Bill Wilsey and
Terry Donahue are currently the
leading guards,
Bob Johnstone will probably be
’Jones’ starting center.
The Spartahabes were originally
:scheduled to open their season
against Hunters Point last Wednesday, but because of illnesses
and injuries the Navy squad cancelled the game.

The Idaho eleven has another
fine runner in halfback Mliii
Naerarato, according to Meilenal. Their fullback, (Mien Rogers.
L. also a top player, Titchenal
said.
Titchenal was pleased with thci
performance of Tom Duslak in the
Oregon game last Saturday "11(
did an outstanding job." Titchenal
said. "He was in on a lot of tackles
and picked up good yardage. He
has improved this season and will
see a lot more action."
Walt Roberts came in for a pat
on the back from Titchenal for
his "tough defensive play."
The whole San Jose line played
much better than in the pied.

I

The %t hole liii. ii us t.mgli 1..1 the
first time this wilL400.
The Idaho line has good size and
as similar to ours, according to the
mach. Max Leetzow, a 6-0. 200 pound sophomore tram Los Altos.
is a good prospect at tackle.
Titchenal said.
Six players on the Idaho roster
come from the Northern (ali for Ma area In addition to Eeetzow.
Mike Baumann from
e I it, on t.
Hots a iii 1:1’.wn I rom Vallejo. irMik
Dunbar from San Mateo Mike
Mayne horn Oakland. Ed Monahan nom San FratICISCti and Tont
Nols.onI tutu Yreka are ;0,, on
tIt.’ squad
Nelson and Miekey Rice are
tss.a estpuble punters. Either Is
ipattalti7.0ting a long. easily
Quarterback Rand Carter of the
Spartans was going at half effectiveness against Oregon. He has
a bruised muscle in his hip. He
will not be in any of the contact
workouts this week. Titchenal said.
He should be ready by game
time. however. Everyone else is in
good shape. Fred Engel. who
missed the Oregon game, should he
ready to plav zwainst the Vandals.
Dell Oleson, who broke a finger
in the Washington State game,
only also he ready. Titchenal %Hilt

FOR AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
American
PSA
United

Pacific
TWA
Pan American
Western Thrif1air

CALL
CY 3-1031
Your Authorized Agent for Al! Scheduled Airlines

t -m travel agency
60 NORTH FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE

Competition in the meet includes
both frosh and junior college runners, as well as the varsity teams.
The frosh and junior college division begins running at 12 noon.
The varsity teams begin at 12:30.
Coach Miller said that his top
runners are ready for the threemile course at Sacramento. Ben
Tucker has had his best week of
the season and is "ready to cut
loose," Miller mentioned. He said
"He didn’t run 100 miles during
the summer for nothing."
Top distance men in the race
will include standouts from San
Francisco State, Brigham Young
University
University, Stanford
and the Santa Clara Valley Youth
Village.
Craig Spellman is rated as one
of the best. BYU offers Matty
Radtli to place highly. Raddi
placed second to Dale Stoty in
the NCAA finals last year. Harty
McCalla is Stanford’s top entry. A
fine steeplechaser is Jim Sheltie!.
of the SCVYV.
SchooLs also entering men are
the University of Nevada, Chico
State, Fresno State and the University of California.
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21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE
20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
Vintage tobaccos grown, aged, and blended
mild ... made to taste even milder through
the longer length of Chesterfield King.

CHESTERFIELD KING
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The smol.e of a Chesterfield King
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Senior Has Designs for

GMIASB Reopens
Service Posts
To Applicants

Jon Newgard. senior industrial
design major, had a summer that
he feels would he hard to beat.
When the General Motors interview team left the San Jose State
campus last spring, they left Newgard a $500 scholarship and an
offer to spend the summer working at the General Motors Styling
Center in Warren, Michigan. He
was one of seven students from
colleges throughout the nation to
receive the offer.
At the center, each of the students was given the same basic
problem in transportation design,
and allowed to work on it indeiiendently.
The program was set up for 10
weeks, for which the students were
paid a salary. They worked under
the actual industrial conditions of
the center.
The ultimate goal of the program was a display of their work
at the end of the 10 weeks.
The show provided General Motors executives a chance to see the
fruits of the program, to see the
quality of the work done by the
students, and to hear the students’
oral presentation of the detailed
steps taken to create their specific
designs.
Ne w gard particularly enjoyed
working under the guidance of GM
JACK W. CRIST, new instructor in industrial design, reviews
personnel and exchanging ideas
some of . he futuristic designs of his student Jon Newgard,
with the other students.
transportation design major.
Nesvgard, as an industrial deThe course is designed to aid rendering, as well as the ability to
sign major, is specializing in a new
interdepartmental major, transpor- ndustrial design majors learn the .ombine safety and engineering
r-ratturcr: with just plain comfort.
various faeets of sketching
tation design.

Positions on the ASH Community
Service Committee have been reopened for additional applications’,
and interviews this week, according to ASB Personnel Officer Tom
Volz.
The committee, he said, Is one
of the more important of the ASH
Committee. Because of its importance, he indicated, the interviewing committees are seeking a
"broader field of selection."
The committee is responsible for
coordination of "community service" projects such as the fall and
spring semester blrxxl drives, the
annual campus Community Chest
drive and "other community service projects requested by various
organizations."
Applicants are asked to "recognize that a large amount of time I
must be devoted" to positions on I
the committee. Openings include
the chairmanship and three members -at -large.
Applications are due Friday by
5 p.m. in the College Union. Interviews will be held Monday from
1 to 5 p.m.. Volz stated.

Spartaguide

TODAY
Ski Patrol, first meeting of year
for everyone interested, First Federal Savings and Loan Building.
7:30 p.m.
Students Against Communism,
meeting open to all interested,
11E5, 7 p.m.
Intervarnity Christian Fellowship, meeting, Memorial Chapel,
p.m.
Spartan Shields, meeting, 46 N.
:11th St.. 5:30 p.m.
The second emiincering Faculty
Democratic Club, organizational
Requirement:, for application in- Seminar w ill be held tomorrow eveFulbright-Hays awards hake
imeeting to introduce new officers,
been made available to graduates clude U.S. citizenship, a bachelor ning at 8 in E132.
for teaching of English at Indian degree or its equivalent. Prefer- , Featured at the talk will be Dr. ICH235’ 3’30 p.m.
Co-Ree, dancing, sports, Wornuniversities, according to Don ence will be given to applicants William W. Lorell chairman of the
Ryan, assistant to the dean of under 35 years of age. Ryan said. Civil Engineering .and Applied Me- en’s Gym, 7’30 p.m’
Deadline for applications is Oct. chanics Department. who will tell , Junior Class, meeting, S258,
students.
This special program has been , 13.
of his experience at the Technische .33" pm’
The teaching assistantships in- Hoehschule in Vienna during a
established by the United States
PrembYte"
CA"WregathInal Disciples Campus Fellowship,
Educational Foundation in India. volve approximately 12 hours of leave earlier this year.
! classroom instruction in English
After the talk, students will be meeting with speaker Todd Fredlanguage and usage and the grad- allowed to join in the discussion crick, on travels in Israel, Campus
ing of papers and some assistance of the current trends in engineer- Christian Center, 300 S. 10th St.,
IlgA
p.m.
in informal conversation sessions., in, and education in Europe.
hmersece $adao ineenced
Riding, Women’s Gym Patio,
Assistants work under the diWORM, rod married met over
’’30 p.m.
21, $70 Ie. $13 dividend, or net
rection of a professor of English
ef $45 Mend on current 17 per
Hockey, field, 4:30 p.m.
cent dividend). Single men under
and are not required to have preZS, 3252 Ion $43 dividend. or
net
Orrhesis, dance, WGIO. 7 p.m.
vious teaching e.xperience or to
of 1201.
tlenodsco illedIty In.itiry Liability, $5,000
Rally Committee, meeting, THhave majored in English, Ryan
lhoswor Damage and taro Medical
-- ;:30 p.m.
Payments. Other covers.., at cornadded.
parble servings. Payments can be
H. to :1 ndidat es for the off ice TOMORROW
Grantees will receive sped:’:
made Inc., twice or four times
ye... Call or write for fel/ Infer.
-ede Superintendent of Public
training in India on the leach::.
math. to George M. Campbell
Math Club, meeting with Dr.
See AlPla Amer... Unnyv.1,
of English as a foreign lans,mage li.,ruction will make their only Dmitri Thom speaking on "RusItEgarrt 1.1741 (day 11 nits)
Further information is avail- schedilled public appearance in sian Olympiad Mathematics ProbNorthern California Friday night lems: Grades 8-11," TH113, 12:30
able in Ryan’s office. Adm269.
at the Santa (7uira County FairP.m.
! grounds.
Hawaiian Club, meeting. BuildDr. Max Rafferty and Dr. Ralph ing P. 205 S. Ninth St., 7:30 p.m.
Iichardson will present their views ISociety of Automotive Engineers,
.10 8 p.m. at a meeting sponsored meeting with film. "The Mastery
by the Santa Clara County Teach. of Space," AB106 (Aeronautics
’l’s Association.
Building at 1120 Coleman Ave.),
Following the statements of 7:15 p.m.
each candidate, the audience will
Archery, field, 4:30 p.m.
r raise questions about the major
Volleyball. WG23, 7 p.m.
S.,
Ride or r,ders r -no r
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area
57 awry convert. auto. PS+B. ww
clara County and California.
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English in India
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I"", rollege. Reasonable. 465 S. Sth St., _
CY 4 4453, eves
,
Ride wanted ; 1,r

241

3-111m. Dawn. Apt. 555. 731 S. 3rd Sr
er I CV 70079.

Rid* and Riders
s 4; ’4

Furnished room for Japanese male stv
dent No kitchen. 295-5261.

lodr, furnished apt. 1 girls or -,-.
nbuple $95 rno. 552 S. 11th apt 2 1
a.
WANTS’)
lit vit.tro at.te

3

Complete Selection of KEANE Prints
$2.00

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Swnd in Handy Order Stank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

AL’S
EARL’S
30 S 3rd

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. SANTA CLARA

up

__
OVER 500 REPRODUCTIONS
OF FAMOUS PAINTINGS

98c

090
PARK!

rind

- AND

trrliwn-.1

CLASSIFIED RATES!
25c e be first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

3 rm. apt. all elec. w/w rugs. drer.,
sctfi wtr. M. gale prof. 3229 Myles

Wanted: kletore male
grad. Phone 2951158.

6

ARGARET and WALTER

california book co.
134 E. San Fernando

Flak’ block

From

Campus
www

